
Our Values. 

As an experienced TA Consultant, you are very proficient in the end to end recruitment
cycle and will have built some excellent relationships with your clients and candidates.
You will now be in a position where you will be proactively developing and growing
your personal brand through your relationship building skills and social media and will
have a desire and the opportunity to get involved in wider business projects. 
 
It goes without saying that our Senior TA Consultants are expected to be exemplars of
our values. Regularly displaying them through your own performance and interactions
with your team, the wider business and your customers.

Senior Talent Acquisition Consultant.

A Distinct Senior Talent Acquisition Consultant.

Within this role you will be responsible for managing the recruitment process from the
interview to offer stage and beyond. That includes sourcing and interviewing
candidates, negotiating salary packages and presenting suitable candidates to clients.
Your goal is to build great relationships with clients and candidates, and work as part of
a passionate team to deliver our core focus of “creating opportunity and changing lives
though developing a culture that is truly Distinct”.

In it
together.

Go home
proud.

Do the
right thing.

To dare is
to do.

No 
ego's.

Purpose of the job. 

What you'll be doing. 
Pro-active candidate attraction via all social media methods.
Interviewing candidates via phone, video or face to face ensuring the best Candidate
journey and experience.
Proactively arranging and leading in client meetings.



Has a breadth of talent pipelines at various levels within the database of candidates
that you are pro-actively working with.
Have a really thorough understanding of your individual (geographic) market and
competitors and target clients.
Utilising and developing your knowledge of various professional, social & digital media
networking tools. 
Proficiently using LinkedIn to develop and grow your personal brand and build your
network.
Taking detailed job briefs from clients and managing the recruitment process from
sourcing candidates, throughout the interview process and on to offer management
and on-boarding.
Proactively arranging and leading in client meetings.
Building impactful and meaningful relationships with your external stakeholders to
gain a clear understanding and knowledge of your client portfolio and proactively
create exclusive and repeat business.
Writing engaging content, including advertising vacancies across different job boards
and social media platforms.
Headhunting and sourcing talent through LinkedIn and online job boards.
Managing and reviewing candidate applications; shortlisting and declining
appropriately. 
Scheduling all stages of the interview process via telephone, video and face to face. 
Ensuring your data is 100% compliant at all times including eligibility to work in the
UK, referencing etc. 
Ad hoc administrative & project work.
Keeping candidate database and spreadsheets accurate and up to date.
Reaching and exceeding personal and company targets as set by your line manager.
Offering CV, interview and general career advice to candidates.
Involvement in wider business projects as agreed by your manager/the leadership
team e.g. CSR, social, data, social media etc.

About you. 
A positive, pro-active and resilient approach is a must.  
Strong interpersonal skills with confident ability to build relationships at all levels both
internally and externally.
A great team player, also able to work to own initiative. 
A passionate desire to succeed and build a successful career at Distinct.
Proficient in Microsoft office. 
Comfortable learning to use specific recruitment software packages including
Bullhorn, Cube19, Zoom etc. 


